Multi-objective optimization focuses on simultaneous optimization of multiple targets. Evolutionary game theory transforms the optimization problem into game strategic problem and using adaptable dynamic game evolution process intelligently obtains the optimized strategy. The problem of multiple frequency offsets estimation in distributed multiple inputs and multiple outputs system is real-world multi-objective search and optimization problems which are naturally posed as non-linear programming problems having multiple objectives. Simulation results evidence the proposed algorithm is superior to other algorithms with more robust convergence and environmental applicability.
Introduction

Multi-Objectives Optimization Strategies based on Evolutionary game
Conventional optimization usually requires that objective function is continued and differentiable. Search direction of next step defined by derivative of objective function is short of simplicity and commonality. When problem becomes more complex and large scaled, search time will be expanded significantly. Evolutionary computing is a stochastic search algorithm based on natural law and its achievements have got wide attention in academic cycle which is attributed to its characteristics of adaptively and global optimization, all of which are resulted from the separation from the independence on derivative of objective function. True to its name, evolutionary game theory appeared first in biology. Previous work by John Maynard Smith and his collaborators in biology and mathematics combined basic conception of game theory and principles of biological evolutionary optimization and in 1973 Maynard and Price put forward the central concept of "evolutionary stable strategy" which was developed further in Maynard Smith's (1982) influential Evolution and the Theory of Games, and these events symbolized the commence of research wave on evolutionary game theory. Both genetic algorithm and evolutionary computing consider the biological evolving process as directed imitated object of adapted global optimization and usually are called evolutionary computing methods. The context used to interpret an evolutionarily stable strategy envisions a large population of agents who are repeatedly, randomly matched in pairs to play a game.
Evolutionary game in biological model also involves biological evolutionary process, coordination evolving process of biological population in particular, so combination of evolutionary computing and game theory was a natural selection in essence. Evolutionary game optimization method based on economic game theory maps search space of optimization problem into the combinational space of game strategies and objective function into utility function. 1 In an evolutionary game, through dynamic evolutionary process of fitted individual can optimization problem be solved, each individual chooses among alternative actions or behaviors whose payoff or fitness depends on the choices of others. Over time the distribution of observed behavior in a population evolves, as fitter strategies become more prevalent. Global convergence of evolutionary game optimization algorithms has championed its popularity in optimization area in recent years. 2 One optimization problem can be represented by :
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Multi-Objective Optimization in Distributed MIMO Systems
Multi-objective parameter optimization originated from some researching of economic balance and competition equilibrium belong to economics, in the well-known economist. Pareto's book concerning economic welfare theory, he proposed multi-objective optimization problem. To date, multi-objective optimization not only has made many significant achievements in theory, but expanded its application field increasingly. As a functional tool of solving problems from the scope of engineering technology, economic, administration, military and systems engineering, multi-objective decision foregrounds its powerful vitality gradually. 4, 5 Distributed multi-input multi-output (Distributed MIMO) system is an important application area of future communication technique. It uses multiple parallel channels transmission method so that it can achieve higher transmission efficiency. After applied the distributed antenna configuration, the original singleobjective optimization problem become a typical multiobjective optimization problem because transmitting antennas or receiving antennas located in different geographic locations and using different crystal lead to different transmitting antennas to the same receiving antennas has different frequency offset. Even a general Distributed MIMO system that transmitting antenna located in a different location, the mobile service also uses a distributed antenna. 
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T normalized frequency offset between receiving antenna i and receiving antenna j. Eq. (8) and (9) shows that when transmitting antenna and receiving antenna are the distributed case, frequency estimation becomes multi-parameters estimation problem. To solve this problem, Y. Yao proposed Quasi-optimal parameter optimization strategy 6 , as it essentially transfers joint multi-objective optimization to quasi-optimal single-objective optimization, its parameter estimation performance and applicability are limited. Refs. 7 proposed joint multi-parameter optimization strategy of multi-frequency offset parameter, which took into account of the case of the same time delay. Based on traversing search optimal strategy's estimated model, respectively, through the expectation maximization (Expectation Maximum, EM) and SAGE (Space-Alternating Generalized ExpectationMaximization) algorithm to simplify multi-objective optimization strategies, experimental data show that performance of the algorithm proposed in this paper can be close to the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB). It is noteworthy that these methods can achieve estimation accuracy reach to CRLB under high signal to noise ratio (SNR), but the EM algorithm's local convergence properties and sensitivity to initial conditions can make its performance deteriorating in low SNR circumstances. The proposed multi-objective optimization algorithm based on evolutionary game is superior to other algorithms with more robust convergence and applicability, especially to joint optimized strategy searching problem with multi-channel and multiparameter.
System Model
In recent years, Distributed MIMO system has attracted attention since it can counteract large-scale fading (path loss and shadow fading) and improve coverage, link quality and system capacity. In distributed MIMO system, system distributes its antennas of base station in different locations and these antennas are connected to a central processor through fiber or coaxial cable. Thus, each antenna sends received information of mobile service to central processor and in the meantime central processor also sends information to mobile service through multiple antennas of base station using fiber or coaxial cable. Considering in a flat-fading MIMO system, the k th receiving antenna receive information at the time of : n
where training series is known. Define 
Then maximum likelihood estimation of communication channel and frequency offset can get from minimizing logarithm likelihood function.
That is equivalent to minimize
Fixing , we can get
Then multi-frequency offset estimation problem can be transformed to multi-objective optimization of ( )
Eq. (15) indicates that multi-frequency offset estimation problem is the special case of multi-objective optimization. Traversal search methods are too complex to implement, so in recent years, this problem has got a wide attention. [9] [10] [11] [12] In which Refs. 7 improved EM algorithm to accelerating algorithm ECM and simplified multi-dimensional search effort to estimate multifrequency offset using SAGE, the mean square error of estimation approached CRLB.
EM
EM is an iterative optimization method to estimate some unknown parameters, given measurement data.
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However, we are not given some "hidden" nuisance variables, which need to be integrated out. The intuition behind EM is an old one: alternate between estimating the unknowns and the hidden variables. This idea has been around for a long time. One of the most insightful explanations of EM, that provides a deeper understanding of its operation than the intuition of alternating between variables, is in terms of lower bound maximization (Neal and Hinton, 1998; Minka, 1998). The derivation of EM algorithm depends on an assumption which is call complete data space x. there is mapping relationship between observed stochastic variable y in incomplete data space and x. Function g is a many-to-one transformation. In the mth iteration, EM algorithm first computes expectation. This is called E-step (Expectation Step):
The representation of EM is relatively complex, but it is really amazing to use simple multi-step iteration to get maximum likelihood estimation. In this derivation, the E-step can be interpreted as constructing a local lowerbound to the posterior distribution, whereas the M-step optimizes the bound, thereby improving the estimate for the unknowns. Its physical meaning is obvious that mstep of algorithm guarantees the incremental value of likelihood function in each step. It can be proved that posterior value of likelihood function is larger or equal to the value before iteration. Hence, through multi-step iteration, EM algorithm can converge to local optimum neighbouring the initial value. 
(ii) Updated:
In the backdrop of Distributed MIMO system, ECM algorithm is applied to solve multi-parameter optimization. First, the l Transmitting antenna training series and frequency offset are defined by
The receiving signal of the kth receiving antenna is
In EM algorithm, receiving signal y k constructs incomplete space. Solve for parameter is ,
where
Thus , relationship between z l and y k is
, k l n is statistically independent, so probability density function of z k toθ is
1 exp
substitute Eq. (28) into Eq. (27), get
Suppose is the independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian variables with zero-mean and variance 1. And z
where 
In the backdrop of distributed MIMO system, SAGE algorithm is also applied to solve multi-parameter optimization. Divide solve for parameter into N T groups of
when one group is updated, others remain the same. Hidden data space of l θ can be defined by
Where all n are correlated to hidden data space so that Fisher information matrix of hidden data space can be reduced to improve convergence rate. Updating process of l θ in the mth iteration is described in following, also including E-step and M-step. In the mth iteration, these two steps will be executed N T times in order to update all l θ .
(i) E-step：
With the constraint conditions of 
1( )
Where SAGE-ECM algorithm is the combination of ECM and SAGE which also applies to each receiving antenna in order to get the estimation value of receiving information. Maximum likelihood estimation aims to get global optimum strategy. However, both EM and other accelerating algorithms are local optimum algorithms. 6 can provide the initial value (Appendix B). But only if this value is approach the global optimum, the iteration process of algorithms can get relatively exact estimation. Since performance of EM algorithm is very sensitive to the initial value, the result of algorithm is prone to get local optimum. At the same time, because estimation range is inversely proportional to length of training series in frequency offset estimation methods based on relevant frequency offsets, estimation range of both EM and other accelerating algorithms are limited to the range of initial value estimation. The applicability of algorithms is limited too.
Evolutionary game
This paper propose a frequency offset estimation method based on evolutionary game, which normalized estimation range can reach the maximum range 3 
, of variable x is mapped to a game play in the game through ϕ , the utility function can be represented by and
we have
According to de definition of Nash equilibrium, this strategy set is the Nash equilibrium point. And because under such strategy set utility of each player reach maximum, such equilibrium status is Pareto-optimal. Evolutionary process chooses the initial strategy set stochastically, and through many iterations of sequential optimization response can set reach a dynamic "stable" 0 s state, to which artificially impose a stochastic interference that represents sudden noise, therefore, the "stable" state is disrupted and through sequential optimization response the set reaches another "stable" state. Repeat this process until the preset stopping criteria is satisfied. Definition1 set
and , 1, 2,..., , ,
which is called the best-response correspondence for player i Under certain strategic set, if the strategies of other players remain unchanged, a player chooses the strategy to maximize its utility. This is the optimum response of the player in such strategic set. Start from certain strategic set s , the dynamic process of each player choosing their optimum response alternatively in sequence is called optimum response dynamics. Definition of interference operator in evolutionary process: to i th component i s of s , that is, the strategy of the player, if random number rand(0, 1) is lower than given interference probability , then the player will randomly choose one strategy in the strategic set to replace such component, otherwise, the strategy remain unchanged. Repeat such selection method to each strategy in the strategic set, then we have strategic set after interference. x x . Because strategies of other players remain constant, this problem is converted to a single variable optimization problem, so a simple stochastic searching process is applied to obtain the approximation of optimum response strategy. In this process, new strategy i x is produced by mutation, that is 1 2 (0, ( )), 1, 2,
Where is independent Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance , is preset searching number. Evolutionary rule of
If variant value of i x exceeds the range of the parameter, then take one point in its range to replace it. In this search process, the strategy with maximum utility will be regarded as approximation of optimum response strategy of the player. As for receiving antenna, ω + , new value of game player in this process will be produced by
(0, ( )), 1, 2,
Where is independent Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance , is preset searching number. Evolutionary rule of 65) is multi-extremum function, different steady-states are resulted from different initial value. In the frequency offset searching process, when reaching the steady-state, the process of leaping out of current steady-state and searching for next steady-state is needed. Comparing the values of different steady-states, different game players can reach Pareto-optimal equilibrium point of game. According to literature 1, we can avoid the local optimization. We generate a random number which is uniform distribution on the interval [0, 1] for any game player, if the random number is lower than given interference probability , then the player will randomly choose one strategy in the strategic set to replace current value, otherwise, stay unchanged.
Above mentioned analysis indicates that searching for Pareto-optimal equilibrium game point of multifrequency offset optimized strategy is in essence the process of T times of searching different steady-state and rounds of searching optimum response. P In the real systems, due to complexity restrictions, the number of P and must be limited that resulted in approximation value. If range of variables
is larger, the range of and T needs even larger. P Algorithm for the multi-frequency offset estimation based on the evolutionary game is summarized in the Table 1 .
Simulation Results and Analysis
In this section, we investigate the MSE performance of our proposed algorithm in a Distributed MIMO in flat fading environment, mainly for the number of transmitter antennas . The training sequence portion is with length of . In the classic training Fig. 2 illustrates the mean square error of frequency offset estimation between sending antenna 1 and receiving antenna 1. With increase of relevant length from 4 to 8 to 16, the results indicate that estimation performance is improved. But according to 6, the range of frequency offset will be reduced with the increase of relevant length. The performance this algorithm is approaching estimation lower limit, but with the increase of SNR the interference among antennas is intensified, the algorithm proposed by Yao yield mean square error platform of estimator. This indicates that this kind of algorithm is single objective optimization in essence and does not take advantage of the strength of multiobjective joint optimization, so its application is sensitive to the environment and limited. EM algorithm is a transversal searching method based on multi-objective joint optimization which increases its adaptability and obtains the relatively ideal solution to the problem that with the increase of SNR estimation mean square error platform exists. But the algorithm still uses relevant estimation as the initial value and local convergence, so range of estimation is limited and under low SNR the algorithm is hard to converge to the global optimum. The paper proposes the algorithm based on evolutionary game overcomes the problems that previous algorithms encounter. The following is the comparison made through numerical simulation. Performance of all algorithms is illustrated and relevant explanation is given. Relevant simulation parameters are listed in table 3. Fig. 3 illustrates that using initial values based on Yao's method, SAGE-ECM solves the problem of interference among antennas. When SNR is higher than 10dB, estimation performance reaches CRLB. But when SNR is low, it is hard to converge to global optimum whose performance is even lower than that using single objective optimization method. Fig. 4 explains this phenomenon. Analyzing the objective function of multi-objective optimization at 8dB, it is found that when SNR is low, there are multiple local optimum of objective function and using initial values based on Yao's method, estimation error is relatively big. 
rounds best-response correspondence
Compute the approximate bestresponse correspondence in rounds. P ( ) 
Because ECM algorithm increases the value of the objective function through multiple iterations, the final parameter estimation can exactly obtain the maximum of objective function. So ECM is local optimization algorithm which converges to the neighboring point of initial value. In result, ECM algorithm converges to a local optimum instead of global optimum which creates a relatively big error, so estimation accuracy is worse than initial value. Fig. 2 . Performance of quasi-optimal multi-parameter optimization method Table 3 simulation condition for multi-frequency offset estimation The proposed algorithm based on evolutionary game avoids the occurrence of this situation. Because evolutionary game algorithm is a global optimization algorithm, when SNR is higher than some level, this method can complete optimization of multi-frequency offset parameters with accuracy of approaching CRLB. Estimation range of Yao's method is single objective optimization in essence, so estimation range is small. The local convergence makes EM algorithm also encounter the problem that estimation range is limited. The estimation range of the proposed algorithm based on evolutionary game reaches the upper bound, and MSE of estimation is free from the influence of frequency offset, that is, the proposed algorithm is superior to other algorithms with more robust convergence and applicability. Because evolutionary game optimization is heuristic algorithm, closed form solution of expression can't be obtained in solving process, the complexity is higher than EM algorithm. But high accuracy and large estimation range distinct this algorithm can be used in real environment, especially in off-line optimum strategy analysis.
Conclusion
Multi-objective optimization has made many significant achievements expanded the scope of application in engineering technology, economic, administration, military and systems engineering. The problem of multiple frequency offsets estimation in a Distributed MIMO Systems is real-world search and optimization problems which are naturally posed as non-linear programming problems having multiple objectives.
In this paper, combining multi-objective optimization theory and evolutionary game optimization, a large frequency offset estimation algorithm with higher estimation precision has been proposed based on evolutionary game theory. Different frequency offsets are mapped as players in the game theory to transform the frequency offset optimization problem to optimized equilibrium point. The performance of this algorithm overcomes the error floor in MSE performance of frequency offsets, and local optimization problem of EM algorithm. The results also indicate that the propose algorithm avoids the occurrence of the situation that objective function may have multiple local optimum, which guarantees the high performance of optimization and also adaptability of the algorithm.
Appendix A. CRLB of the performance of multiobjective estimates derived
In Distributed MIMO systems, because the frequency offset estimate is unbiased, so the CRLB of the mean square error of estimation equals to the reciprocal of Fisher information. where ， is correlation length。 P Make one difference related, differential distance is i ， so ( ) ( Eq. (B.9) shows that Yao's method is actually a multiple single objective optimization method, it ignores the interference caused by multiple objectives, therefore, it cannot gain the best estimation performance, it is a quasi-optimal multi-parameter optimization method.
